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Chapter 1
Introduction

A. Welcome to PTEC South Secondary

I was a twenty year old black male without a job. My previous job working at a
children's science museum didn't exactly work out. Neither did my stint as a
waiter/entertainer. I was satisfied being a full-time college student; unfortunately, my
mother had other plans. She is one of a dying breed: the kind of mother who will not
only nag you to death to get you to do something, but will also impose upon you her
plans for you until they become your own. One of those genius plans was to put her 20
year-old son with high school students. She found a job at Pinellas Technical Education
Center South Secondary (PTEC SS), a reassignment high school within the Pinellas
County School System (PCSS) for kids as an alternative to expulsion. She just happened
to know the principal Paul Summa, a family friend for some years now.
I started the job in September of2003. The job opening was a clerical position,
mostly assisting the front office and setting up students with bus routes through the
PCSS's transportation system. I did that for one semester, and then switched roles with
.

.

the Physical Education (P.E.) Teacher's Assistant. I eagerly took the P.E.

Assist~nt

position. It primarily consisted of playing flag football for the entire day; who could
complain? The job was great, but when I left the shelter of the front office and saw how
the P.E. program was supported, I was shocked. The P.E. coach, Mr. Cardwell, had no
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classroom, no gymnasium or suitable substitute. The field, if you could call it that, was a
blacktop parking lot behind the school. The school has no P.E. lockers, no showers, no
bathroom area, and a serious lack of proper equipment. The school's one and only
football was flat and duct-taped with no grip. Players were forced to use this so-called
football for the entire year. Coach Cardwell is one of the twelve staff members who have
to deal with inadequate facilities, funding, and respect from the Pinellas County School
System. I soon came to learn that this wasn't a regular high school. Welcome to PTEC

ss.
rhe lack of facilities and materials is what originally sparked my interest in
comparing this school's well-being to other schools. I attended Boca Ciega High School
and judging from the field of portables attached to it, I had considered Boca Ciega to be a
school with poor resources. Finding this alternative school with such major needs made
me curious as to what the other alternative schools were like. I began to wonder if
alternative schools are such low-profile schools that they do not receive the same
attention or facilities as regular schools.
This thesis began in the spring of 2005 and was originally going to be a
comparison of the several alternative schools within the Pinellas County School System.
In order for this to happen, I was going to need not only data on each school's student
population and administration, but also actual access to the campuses and classrooms
themselves. I-had spoken with Dr. Nancy Zambito, deputy superintendent for the school
system, and was given her support for the thesis. The first school I called, Norwood
Secondary, allowed me to visit relatively easy. Principal Patricia LaVoy personally
walked me around the school and explained their policies.
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Despite my early success at Norwood, the second school, Norih Ward, requested
direct approval from the school system in order for me to visit the school for my project.
I called Dr. Zambito to try to get some sort of written approval, and she directed me to
the Director of Program Evaluation who in turn gave me a form to fill out which would
give them information on my report. Judging from the speed of our school's work orders
going through the system, this application looked like a death sentence to any chance of
getting real .research done. Nonetheless, I filled out the fmm and was given a reply.
They sent back a much longer form, seven times as long, requesting additional
inform~tion.

Most of the requested information had nothing to do with my project.

I abandoned my initial plan to look comparatively at each reassignment school in
the county. I decided to change the thesis into a profile of my school, where I knew I
could get all the data I wanted, and speak with students one-on-one without question. I
would document the school from its beginning to its end, which has a good chance of
being completed during Spring, 2006.
The Pinellas County School System (PCSS) has faced a massive budget issue.
The PCSS was about 22 million dollars over-budget and forced to make cuts for the
1

2006-2007 school year. One cut that has already been proposed is the consolidation of
three secondary schools: PTEC SS, Norwood, and North Ward. Currently, the locations,
policies, and staffing of this new school have not been worked out; however, it is my
opinion that successful programs, such as PTEC SS, should be better funded and

·

supported so that the students receive a higher quality of education while attending the
school. In addition, certain aspects ofPTEC SS's policies should be expanded to regular
high schools because it is often a lack of specific structure that allows students to get
1

Thomas C Tobin, "Snips, nips to reduce costs," St. Petersburg Times, 6 March 2006, sec. lB, p. l.
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involved and continue to be involved in inappropriate behaviors at schoo l. PTEC SS 's
size and support system enable the school to provide services to a student population that
is in need of specific one-on-one support. I believe it is this lack of personal relationships
in regular high schools that make not only graduation a difficult task, but also receiving
support for many issues in and out of the classroom.
Unfortunately, the school system does not track the success rate of the drop-out
prevention (DOP) schools. When students enter a DOP school, they are not flagged in
any way, and when the students leave there is no way to track whether or not they
graduat~.

Being able to track and collect graduation rates for DOP students is listed as a

recommendation for data collection in a recent review of DOP Services? This leaves the
only measure of success to personal investigation of the school. Administrators can
create the best policies and plans for a school, but until you speak with staff at varying
levels of the program, and students from different backgrounds who went through the
program, you cannot know just how well a school is doing. In this thesis, I try to answer
the unanswerable: just how successful is this program?

B. Alternative Education Literature Review
There are many good sources on alternative education programs. The Lock
Haven University of Pennsylvania website3 provided a good definition and introduction
to the alternative education movement. According to the website, the term "alternative

2

Center for Research, Evaluation, Assessment and Measurement. "Review of The Pinellas County School
Board's Dropout Prevention Services Executive Summary," Feb 1 2006.
3
Alternative Education Studies- Programs. LHUP Alternative Education. May 5 2006.
<http://www.alted.lhup.edu/Portal!Programs/tabid/57/Default.aspx>
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education" is used to describe education delivered outside of the traditional school setting.
LHUP traces the beginning of alternative education programs to the late 60's and early
?O's with its greatest growth occun·ing 20 years after its founding. The website indicates

that during the 1980s and 1990's, there was a nationwide increase in high dropout rates,
truancy, school failure, substance abuse, juvenile delinquency and other factors.
Alternative education grew as a direct result of, and in response to the increase of these
factors.
In 2001, the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) conducted a survey4
of 1 ,53~ school districts. According to an NCES publication, the survey was the first
national study of public alternative schools and programs for students at risk of education
failure to provide data on topics related to the availability of public alternative schools
and programs, enrollment, staffing, and services for these students. This survey is an
excellent resource for statistical data on national alternative education trends. The
following are some key findings from the survey:
•

Overall, 39 percent of public school districts administered at least one
alternative school or program for at-risk students during the 2000-01
school year.

•

Fifty-nine percent (6,400) of all public alternative schools and programs
for at-risk students were housed in a separate facility (i.e., not within a
· regular school) during the 2000-01 school year.

•

Overall, 12 percent of all students in alternative schools and programs for
at-risk students were special education students with Individualized

4

Executive Summary. May 5 2006. <http://nces.ed.gov/surveys/frsslpublications/2002004/>
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Education Programs (IEPs) (not shown in tables). This percentage is not
significantly different from the overall percentage of special education
students with IEPs enrolled in all public schools during the 2000-01
school year (13 percent).
•

Fifty-four percent of districts with alternative schools and programs for atrisk students reported that within the last 3 years there were cases where
demand for enrollment exceeded capacity (not shown in tables). These
districts reported employing a variety of procedures in such cases. Putting
students on a waiting list was the most common procedure of districts
where demand exceeded capacity (83 percent).

Because there is no record of students after they leave alternative schools, it is
difficult to say how successful they are in influencing at-risk students to continue their
education and graduate. One key figure that can be measured is student attendance rate.
The Pinellas County School System's regular high schools have an attendance rate of
~92% 5 . The attendance rate for PTEC South Secondary during the 2004- '05 school year

is 80.18%6 (See Appendix G). This attendance rate is actually rather high considering
the at-risk status of the student population. Most students that come to the school, have a
much lower attendance rate. The increase in attendance seen at PTECSS is a major
improvement for the students' academic behavior.
On May 30 2003, a review of data collection was released by the National
Evaluation and Technical Assistance Center for the Education of Children and Youth
who are Neglected, Delinquent, or At-Risk. They reviewed current practices nationwide
5

Florida Schools. < http://www.greatschools.net/cgibin/cs_ compare/fll?level=h&area=d&dis trict=52&sortby=name&showall= 1&tab=stud>
6
St.Petersburg Secondary Attendance. "Attendance Summary Report".
·
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and within states for collecting data relevant to assessing the progress of educating
neglected and delinquent (N/D) children. Their analysis is organized around four central
questions: What types of data are available to evaluate the effectiveness of state N/D
programs, ~ow are N/D data reported across states, what are the key issues in detennining
the ability of a state to systematically collect high-quality effectiveness data, and what
successful programs and innovative practices have states used to collect high quality
effectiveness data (including software and linkages to other states)?7
The October 2004, Vol. 3, Issue 6 of the National Center on Secondary Education
and Transition's (NCSET) publication contained an information briefby Camilla Lehr.
Her brief was titled, "Alternative Schools and Students With Disabilities:
Identifying and Understanding the Issues. 8" It provides an excellent overview of students
with disabilities in alternative schools.

C. Dropout Prevention and Alternatives to Suspension/Expulsion

In Pinellas County, PTEC SS is part of the Dropout Prevention Department.
Dropout Prevention is a term used for a variety of different programs for "at-risk"
students. Being an " at-risk" student means that a student is at risk of dropping o-qt and
has one or many issues with attendance, grades, teen parenting, or discipline. The lead
7

Literature Review. May 5 2006. Office of Elementary and Secondary Education.
<http://www.neglected-delinquent.org/ndlresources/articles/litreview.asp>
8
Publication of the NCSET. May 5 2006. NCSET.
<http://www.ncset.org/publications/viewdesc.asp?id= 1748>
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administrator for Dropout Prevention is Mrs. Dee Burns. According to the Dropout
Prevention website, there are 16 schools: three teen parent, eight Juveni le Justice, one
Department of Children and Families, two discipline, and two educational alternative
programs.9 . However, there are apparentl y more programs than those listed because I
know that PTEC SS, Norwood, North Ward, TEAM, GOALS, and others are also under
Dropout Prevention' s umbrella. Depending on the circumstances, a student may be
placed into an alternative school/program, may choose to be in a program, or the
student's guardians may choose to send him or her to a recommended program. For
PTEC SS, a student is mandated to come to the school, and may request to stay enrolled
as long as they are successful in the program.
PTEC SS is one of two programs in Pinellas County for high school students who
have violated the Student Code of Conduct. The violation is usually a serious violation
that normally results in expulsion, such as drugs, alcohol, weapons, and battery on a
school board employee or battery on a student that results in serious injury. When
recommended for expulsion, a student cannot attend any regular schools for a period of
time. This period of time can be from a semester to a year or more. The length of time is
also influenced by whether or not this is the student's first or second reassignment.
Instead of the student not attending any schools, (secondary) alternative schools provide
the opportunity for expelled students to continue their high school education. The school
that an expelled student is reassigned to is determined by the student's grade level,
whether or not the former school is on a 4x4 or 6 period schedule, and whether the
student is regular education or special education. For instance, students who are from

9

Dropout Prevention Main. Jan. 31 2006. Pinellas County Schools. Feb. 15
2006.<http://it. pinellas. k 12.fl.us/ schools/dropout-prevent/ index.html>.

x schools will usually attend Norwood, while 6 period schools feed students to PTEC
4 4

SS. Where the student lives is not important, they are bussed from all over the county.
However, it is imp01tant to discuss what other options are available to students with
disciplinary issues.
The Florida Department of Education (FLDOE) published an evaluative report by
Evaluation Systems Design, Inc. in August, 2004 on alternatives to suspension. Six
alternatives to suspension/expulsion were cited as being used by the state. These
alternatives were: prevention programs; in school activities such as suspension, work
detail, qr a special class; before/after school classes; Saturday school; community based
alternatives; and special programs or settings such as PTEC SS.

10

I would like to examine four options to Out of School Suspension other than a
special program like PTEC SS, the first option being prevention programs. The 2004
report shows that 65% of the state districts interviewed reported using prevention
programs in their districts. Prevention programs are often funded by federal or state
agencies and are designed to increase academic achievement for those students falling
behind. An example would be the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) which has specific
requirements for students not meeting reading standards. Other programs such as the
Drug Abuse Resistance Education (D.A.R.E.), Just Say No to Drugs, anti-bullying, and
character education assist in discouraging behaviors that negatively affect students'
· II acad em1cs.
According to the FLDOE 2004 report, the most common programs address
dropout prevention and drug addiction. Elementary schools most commonly use specific
10

Evaluation Systems Design, Inc. "Evaluation Report for the Study of Alternatives to Suspension,"
August 2004, p. 2.
II Ibid, p. 21.
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curricula in their programs, such as skill remediation. A skill remediation class would be
for students who performed poorly on specific portions of testing, such as FCATReading.
Other elementary schools place struggling students in a separate class for the entire day,
or may assign students specific teachers as pati of a "buddy" mentoring system. The
more common high school programs were peer mediation programs, such as the Teen
Court program, and the Peace Builders program. The Teen Court program has at-risk
students participate in judging the infractions of other students. This helps them
understand the consequences of their own actions and why these consequences are in
place. The Peace Builders program teaches students how to settle differences other than
through violence.

12

In School Suspension (ISS) programs are the most commonly used alternative to

out-of-school suspensions. The student can come to school, but will be monitored or be
serving time with staff in one way or another. Almost all of the state's districts, 96%,
reported using this in some schools. There are three types of programs used dming an In
School Suspension. 13 The first is the general In School Suspension. During an ISS , the
student is placed in an alternative classroom. At PTEC SS, they sit in the Tension
Reduction Center (TRC) from 1 period to all day. This is the most common ISS.
The next form ofiSS is Work Detail. During Work Detail, students work during
the school day under the supervision of a counselor or assigned teacher/paraprofessional.
Think of it as a shadow making sure you're not getting into trouble. PTEC SS will
sometimes, but rarely have a Teacher's Assistant shadow new students who have
considerable disciplinary issues. This ensures a smooth transition to the school.

12
13

Ibid, p. 22.
Ibid, p. 23.
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The final version of ISS is similar to the first. Students attend a separate class
designed for students who were or would have been suspended. The duration, conditions,
and severity of an ISS are individually based. For example, a student may have an issue
with a teacher, so he/she will need to serve that one period for a day or more until the
situation calms down or an alternative is arranged. Another example is that PTEC SS
will give an ail-day ISS as a consequence to students who leave campus without
permission.
The advantage of ISS over OSS is that students in some ISS programs can
continu.e their work at the school and receive help when needed. The student's
attendance is not damaged with a missed day. Attendance in the system is important
because there are severe consequences when a student has excessive absences. These
consequences can be suspension of a driver's license, requirements to take final exams,
and others. Some ISS programs also deal with the students' behavior issues. At PTEC
SS, the Behavior Specialists work with students to determine and solve any problems
they may have. This rarely occurs at a regular high school. Some ISS programs do not
address a student's behavior issues. Students are simply sent to an alternative room as
punislunent without discussing what got them sent there. 14
Another possible disadvantage to ISS is that students do not receive direct
instruction from their teachers. A lecture or lab that cannot be done in another room may
be missed by the student. Some ISS programs do not have an instructor available t~
teach the students while they're out of the class. Staff can simply tell a kid to "be quiet
and do your work." If the student doesn't know how, they're out ofluck. If the school's
staff is able to assist students, it sometimes becomes impossible to do so because of the
14

~

Ibid, p. 26.
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numbers of kids in the room. If many students are removed from their classroom, it
makes it difficult to not only get work but to explain the work in different classes to
different students. Additionally, students are often stigmatized by their removal from the
class. 15
An additional alternative to OSS is Before/ After School Programs. The most
common example of this program is (most likely) "detention." Detention can, of course,
be during lunch time as well. This is essentially a special class that students must attend
before/after school or during lunch. Detention is more of a punitive disciplinary action
where the actual behavior that earned them the detention is not addressed. Students may
be placed in a room where they do their work quietly, but just as common is the detention
where students receive clean-up duties. A problem with detention is transportation.
More and more students ride buses. More likely than not, a student can't come in early
or leave late; their bus schedule just doesn' t allow it. 16 PTEC SS does not have before or
after school detention, but does have a lunch detention affectionately called "Lunch
Bunch."
Similar to Before/After School programs is Saturday School. Fifty-five percent of
state districts reported using Saturday School programs. Saturday School has the student
come in on the weekend to serve his/her detention, but many schools also offer an
academic Saturday School that assists students in preparing for the FCAT. Those
students who come in to receive help do so by choice, and it is not considered a
disciplinary action. 17

Ibid, p. 26.
Ibid, p. 26.
17
Ibid, p. 28.
IS
16
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D. Program Development at PTEC South Secondary (PTEC SS)

PTEC SS began in 1997 as the S.A.I.L. (Specialized Academics Interventions for
Learners) program and was housed at the University of South Florida's St. Petersburg
Campus. The School was primarily for ESE (Exceptional Student Education) students
who were reassigned due to a violation of the Student Code of Conduct. The program
moved to PTEC St. Petersburg (PTEC SP) in the fall of2001 and changed its name

. ly. 18
accordmg
From the fall of 2001 to the fall of 2005, the program has made many changes.
Initially, the program once had 9 teachers but this number has increased to 12. In overall
staff, the program in the 03/04 school year had 18 staff; one year later that number had
grown to 29. PTEC SS has always taught Exceptional Student Education (ESE) students
on both standard and special diploma tracks. About 50% of the school's students in 2002
had placements in an ESE program, such as Specific Learning Disabilities (SLD),
Emotionally Handicapped (EH), Severely Emotionally Disturbed (SED) and Educable
Mentally Handicapped (EMH). 19 From 2001 to 2004, the school ran a Community Based
Instruction (C.B.I.) program three days a week in partnership with the Kindred Assisted
Living facility. The number of students attending the school increases towards the end of
the semester due to the rising number of infractions and need for reassignments as the
semester progresses. As an example, student enrollment in August averages
18

Paul F. Summa, "PTEC South Secondary School," Integrated Management System Report, September
2004/2005.
19
Paul F. Summa, "PTEC South Secondary School."
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approximately 85 students, but by December, the total enrollment averages around 160
students, nearly doubling the student population. In August 2002, 8% of the students
were on reduced lunch, 48% were free lunch, and 44% paid for their lunch. In November
2005, 5% were on reduced lunch, only 25% free lunch, and 70% paid for their lunch. 20
During the entire 2005/2006 school year, PTEC SS had a total student count of around
329. The school's racial breakdown for this time period (2005-2006) was approximately
53% Black, 44% White, 3% Hispanic, and under 1% Asian. The majority of students
attending PTEC SS are reassigned for drugs or alcohol. In August 2005, there was a
school $Urvey of 30 students from random grade levels, 77% of the students said they
were assigned for drugs or alcohol use/possession, 10% for violence, 6% for sexual
misconduct, 4% for theft, and 3% said they were here for other reasons.
PTEC SS does not have any extra-curricular programs. Because of their
reassignment, students are not even allowed on any regular high school campus. If a
student is caught at a school activity, such as a football game, he/she can possibly be
reassigned for an additional semester with PTEC SS. However, PTEC SS's location at
PTEC SP allows the program to work with nearby programs that it wouldn't be able to do
anywhere else. These programs include the Teen Parenting Program, which allows
PTEC SS students to continue education during pregnancy, teaches them appropriate
parenting skills, and provides child care once the baby is born. PTEC SP also offers a
variety of programs that PTEC SS students can enroll in, such as Carpentry, Computer
Technology, Welding, Jewelry, Horticulture, Auto Body, Auto Service, and many more.
A full list can be found at http://www.ptec.pinellas.kl2.fl.us/Programs.htm. 21

20

21

Paul F. Summa, "PTEC South Secondary School."
PTEC Programs/Courses. Aug. 27 2002. Pinellas Technical Education Centers. Feb. ·15 2006.
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Figure 1
pTEC South Secondary Room Layout from August 2005 to May 2006
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The lockers shown in Figure I are not the lockers that the students use. The students use
lockers that are down the stairs, and inside a different building that is on the way to the
cafeteria. Before the 2005-2006 school year, PTEC SS was in a different and much
smaller location. This new location was previously occupied by Gibbs' BETA program
(Business, Economic, and Technology Academy). Unfortunately, this move of BETA
also took about 600 students and their money away from the PTEC SP campus. This cut
in funding hurt all of PTEC SP, most noticeably in the form of cafeteria food. The
cafeteria no longer offered warm standard lunches like lasagna and rib-e-que. The lunch
every d.ay of the week is now chicken patties.
The final piece of introductory information is the PTEC SS Class Schedule. The
PTEC SS classes are just like regular schools, about 50 minutes a period, but at the start
of every day, students meet for 30 minutes in their Extended Learning Time (ELT)
classes. This ELT class allows teachers to perform a quick assessment of students. Dress
code is checked, and "gold tickets" are issued. This will be explained in detail in the next
section. This last year, the 2005-2006 school year, ELT has changed. Previously, ELT
was supposed to be a prep time for students before actual classes, but ELT was more or
less a waste of time. Teachers did not have specific lessons to go over and little was
accomplished. Now, teachers are given specific mini-classes to run, and students have
been given some choice as to what teacher's ELT they want to be in. The ELT options
are Literary Magazine, Peer Mediation, Multicultural Club, Journalism, Current Events,
Peer Counseling, 12 Step Program, an ESE Planning Seminar, and an ELT for new
students that introduces them to the program.

17

Chapter 2
The Pro-Active Plan and School-Wide Expectations

A. The Pro-Active Plan

It is important to talk about what measures a secondary school, such as PTEC SS ,

have taken when dealing with a population like that described. The PTEC ss popu1atwn,
.
and arguably any high school population, is one that requires constant boundaries and
guidelines to ensure the safety of the students. This is where the Pro-Active Plan comes
into effect. Prior to the Pro-Active Plan, there was chaos; there was no designated place
for students who were sent out of class, there was no attempt to track students from class
to class, and there was no well-defined dress code. The Pro-Active Plan was developed
to address these fundamental problems, and eventually defined the way that staff would
respond to students' positive and negative behaviors.
Handling behavior problems with students is one of the jobs that the school's two
behavior specialists perform. In many high schools around the country, students who do
not comply with school rules are sent to the principal's office. At PTEC SS, this role is
mostly filled by the behavior specialists. They are the acting assistant principals, and
outside the p~ncipal, they have the ultimate say in what disciplinary action is to be taken
in response to referrals/behavior reports by staff. The behavior specialists not only speak
to students who are having difficulties, but also take calls from the teachers' classrooms
and provide in-room interventions when possible. Supporting the behavior specialists is

""
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the rest of the Behavior Team (BT), which consists of a paraprofessional and 2-3 teacher
assistants.
The supporting BT assists the behavior specialists when they cannot take calls to
classrooms, and run the Tension Reduction Center {TRC) room. The TRC room is the
place for students who cannot follow directions in their classroom. It also serves as the
classroom for Lunch Bunch, in-school suspensions, and a general waiting area for the
behavior specialists. During the 2005-2006 school year, the TRC room has been split
into two halves. One side is for students who are properly behaving and doing what they
need to .do in order to return to class. The other side is for students who cannot or do not
follow the school's rules. Separating the room gives students a clear idea of whether or
not they are following directions in TRC.
At PTEC SS, monitoring behavior patterns is a key tool in administrative
decisions. The TRC room serves as the core location for all kinds ofbehavior data.
When a student enters the room, staff enters general information on the incident into a log
book. This entry in the book contains the student's name, date, time in and out, and
general descriptions of the behavior and final behavior. This information is later entered
into the computer system that compiles the student's complete behavior history.
This kind of information lets staff easily pull up a student's entire behavior
history at the school. Not only is it possible to see when and why a student has not been
in class, but how long he/she has been absent. Figures are available for the entire school
population. Figure 2 shows that a majority of the time the BT spends with students over

I
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an entire semester can be linked to only a few students with constant behavior issues.
One such chart that shows this, is an August vs. September Behavior Chart.

1

Figure 2
August vs. September Behavior

August

Number Of
Dally Incidents

Total
Behavioral
Time

2 days 39 hours
44 mins

&Students'
Total Incidents

&Students'
Total Time

87:44:00

21%

1 day 3 hours 34
mins

27:34:00

-31%

3 days 23
hours 16 mins

95:16:00

Another major infraction at PTEC SS is when students leave the area, called "Out
Of Area" (OQA). The major reason that students are at the school is drug use; therefore,
keeping track of a student's location is one of the school's top priorities. Tracking
students is accomplished by gold tickets. As students pass their teacher in the hallway
and enter their ELT classroom, teachers give their students a quick assessment. Teachers
1

l

PTEC SS TRC Data, "the overall thing.xls," October 5 2006.
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are mostly looking at student's dress code but may also notice signs of suspicious
activities, such as the smell of weed or cigarettes. During ELT, teachers then issue a gold
ticket to all students in dress code. This gold ticket has spaces for teachers to initial their
students' periods 1-6. In addition, all passes are written on the back of the gold ticket.
Since there can be more issues, especially in the bathrooms, bathroom passes are also
called into the front office where a lis't of names and times are kept so that, if an issue
comes up, staff knows exactly who was in the bathroom.
Another element of the Pro-Active Plan comes in the form of a dress code

2

•

The

dress c<_>de evolved from nonexistent, to khaki pants and blue, black, or white shirts, to
just black shirts and tan pants in 2003-2004 to the present. PTEC SS's complete uniform
consists of tan pants/shorts, black shirt/blouse, a belt, the shirt must be tucked in, their ID
badge on their lanyard, and their portfolio. Students must arrive on campus in uniform,
but they are given time to get in dress code. From the busses, students must go directly to
the locker area, and they must be in dress code when they leave the lockers and go back
to the cafeteria. In the cafeteria, students are given time to eat breakfast. The regular
price for breakfast is $1.25, but students with reduced lunch get breakfast for $0.30.
The dress code is also designed to minimize the amount of places where students
can carry things, the places where students can hide things, and inappropriate dress: the
pants can only have 4 pockets (2 on the front and 2 on the back), no cargo pants are
allowed; shirts cannot have any pockets, jackets are not allowed; students are not allowed
to have backpacks, purses, zippered or enclosed notebook portfolios; portfolios must be
black 3-ring binders; no inappropriate writing or drawing is allowed on portfolios; the
pouches for pencils must be clear so that staff can easily see inside; non-essential school
2

PTEC South Secondary Pro-Active Plan & School Wide Expectations, Dress Code, p. 3.
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items that are not stored in lockers are confiscated and may require a parent to pickup the
item; the only jewelry items allowed are watches, earrings in ears, and necklaces; no
rings or faci al piercing are allowed. This dress code remains enforced except in P .E. and
when school ends and students re-enter the locker area to leave.

B. The Three RsS (Respect, Responsibility,
Rational Thinking and Safety)
Another part that has been somewhat reduced in importance are the 3RsS3• The
3RsS are school-wide expectations: Respect, Responsibility, Rational Thinking, and
Safety. The 3RsS are essentially guidelines for students during specific parts of the
school day. The reasoning is that when the entire school staff supports each other by
delivering these same guidelines to students, the students will better understand their
boundaries and will gain confidence to develop their character in the security of the
system. The 3RsS encourages better decision making through understanding and
development. When students base their decisions on these values, it is hoped that they
will use these guidelines for decisions outside of school.
Teachers and administrators both are instructed on the 3RsS and assist in
promoting this positive culture. Teachers often make time for students to participate in
making posters that are placed in classrooms or hallways for other students to see. These
posters (see Appendix A) are an important part in making students aware of the school's

3

Ibid, 3RS, p. 8.
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guidelines. Each poster represents a place in the student's school day and positive
behaviors for each location: classroom, hallway, restroom, TRC, cafeteria, and busing.
Besides the core Pro-Active Plan there are currently 2 additional parts: Positive Behavior
System (PBS), and Peer Mediation

C. Positive Behavior System 4

pTEC SS implements a disciplinary system that focuses on positive reinforcement
over a punishment-based system. In the 2003-2004 school year, PTEC SS instituted this
in the form of a Pro-Active Plan. The Positive Behavior System (PBS) system is
essentially a "values-based, empirically-valid approach for resolving problem behaviors."
The PBS system guides and teaches students to make correct decisions when faced with
important choices. According to the American Academy of Pediatrics, which
recommends this type of discipline, PBS "refers to the system of teaching and nurturing
that prepares children to achieve competence, self-control, self-direction, and caring for
others."
Through PBS, teachers handle discipline in the classroom with very specific
action. When confronted with a problem in the classroom, teachers will take the
following steps:

4

Ibid, PBS, p. 7.
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pBS Classroom Hierarchy
1.

Redirect the student - Self Correction

2.

Verbal Warning

3.

•

Chill-out in class

•

Conference with staff in hall

Classroom Intervention with Teacher
•

Behavior Specialist involved

•

Parent Contact by Teacher

4. · Removal from Classroom
•

Behavior Specialist Hierarchy

•

TRC

•

Parent Conference

If the teacher is unable to handle the problem behavior themselves, then they call
for a behavior specialist. The behavior specialist responds to the situation depending on
whether it is a minor or major problem behavior:

PBS Behavioral Hierarchy
1.

Behavioral Team called to classroom for minor problems
•

In room: Assist student in classroom, behaviorally and/or academ~cally.

•

Mini Conference: Behavioral/Teaching, stafftalks with student, with
reentry into class.
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•

Chill-out: Behavioral Team escort's student to office, with/without
Behavior Agreement, with reentry into class.

2.

Behavioral Team called to classroom for major problem

•

Escort: Behavioral Team escorts student to office .

•

Student remains with team until end of period .

•

Student completes Behavioral Agreement.

•

TRC may be an option .

•

Parent contact if necessary by Behavioral Team .

Minor vs. Major Problem Behaviors5
Minor Problem Behaviors

"Minor Problem Behaviors" are described as behaviors that do not interfere with the
education of others (see Appendix B). It allows staff members to continue with their
instruction and the student(s) is/are able to adjust behavior in the classroom. The
behavior adjustment may be with or without the assistance of a behavioral staff member
and could be done in or out of the classroom. The behavioral staff member may choose
to remain in the classroom to assist the student, or may choose to remove the student to
discuss the situation and then have the student re-enter the class successfully.

Staff Procedures:

1.

Students will follow school wide expectations with verbal or non-verbal
intervention.

5

Ibid, Minor vs. Major, p. 2.

~-
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2.

Students experiencing difficulty with adhering to the school wide expectations
will be referred to the "Behavior Team" for additional assistance. The following
process is in place to assist students to identify problem behaviors and choose a
replacement behavior to ensure academic and behavioral success:
•

Behavioral Team member will assist the student(s) in the classroom
behaviorally and/or academically until they feel capable of attending
class without assistance.

•

Behavioral Team member will confer with the student(s) outside of the
classroom to discuss behaviors needed to be successful in class.

•

Note: Teaching staff may choose to be involved in the conference.

•

Behavioral Team member will escort student to office, confer with
student, and student may be asked to complete a "Behavior Agreement".

•

Successful re-entry to classroom will occur when the student has been
capable of discussing the problem and has found a better solution for
future success. Classroom staff and student should confer prior to the end
of the class period.

•

Unsuccessful re-entry to classroom will occur when the student has been
incapable or unwilling to follow the school wide expectations and be a
part of the class experience. In these instances, the Behavioral Team will
escort the student to the behavioral office and the following process will
occur, but will not be limited to:
a)

student will not return to that class

b)

student will fill out a "Behavioral Agreement"
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c)

student may earn "TRC" time for the remainder of that class
period and/or "TRC" the following day during that class
period in which the incident occun·ed.

•

Parent contact by classroom and/or Behavior staff

•

Documentation is to be on a "Behavior Report"

Major Problem Behavior

"Major Problem Behaviors" are described as behaviors that interfere with the education of others;
inhibits staff from continuing with classroom instmction; creates an unsafe learning environment;
demonstrate that a student is incapable and/or unwilling to make a choice to insure success
academically or behaviorally.

Staff Procedures

1.

Notify Behavior Team immediately.

2.

Unsafe environment- students who choose to create an unsafe environment and/or
one that is not conducive to learning, will be removed from the classroom. The
Behavioral Team will assess the situation, conduct an investigation and insure the
student(s) receive "due process". The following process is in place to insure student
and staff safety:
•

Student will be escorted to the Behavior Office.

•

Student will not return to the classroom where the incident occurred.
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•

Student consequence will be determined through the standards that are in
line with school wide expectations and the :Pro Active Plan: including
but is not limited to:
a)

TRC time

b)

Lunch Bunch

c)

Child Study Team

d)

Social worker and/or school psychologist assessment

e)

Student I Teacher conference

f)

Parent conference

g)

RAP program

h)

Suspension

3.

Parent contact to be made by classroom and/or behavior staff.

4.

Students who are suspended will be required to meet with a member of the
behavior team upon their return to school. The purpose of this re-entry
conference will be to assess the student's attitude for success and to determine
any remaining consequences. At this conference, the student will be required to
complete a "Behavior Agreement".

5.

Re-entry conference: any staff member who wishes to be a part ofthis
conference is invited to attend and will be graciously welcomed with
appreciation and respect for their input.

6.

Documentation is to be on a "Behavior Report"
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D. Peer Mediation67
Peer Mediation (PM) was added to the program in the beginning of the 2005 - ' 06
school year. PM is a process of resolving issues with trained peers. PM is often
suggested to students as an alternative to serving time in TRC, and many times it
successfully de-escalates tensions between students. Even if the first mediation does not
work, the process usually does work on the next several sessions. Students who attend
peer mediation are not punished or judged in any way. The process is mediated
typically by two peers who assist in working out whatever issue there is between the
students.
In the actual mediation, the peers are placed in front of each other, but not within

touching range. This is so that they can make eye contact and talk to each other, but be
far enough apart that a fight does not start. Before the mediation starts, the students
must agree to follow five preliminary rules: they must be willing to solve the problem,
must tell the truth, must listen without interrupting, must not use profanity or insults, and
they must be willing to stick to the agreement reached between them. After that, the
students take turns explaining what the problem is and how they feel about it. The peer
mediators paraphrase after explanation to fully understand what is being communicated
by the students. The mediators then take suggestions from the students as to what could
successfully solve the issue, and what could prevent it from happening again. An
agreement is made between the students and then it is written down and signed.

6
7

Student Workshop Mediation: Getting to Win-Win! (grades 7-12), 24 minutes, videocassette.
Anonymous Mediator, interview by author, St. Petersburg, FL, 7 March 2006.
·
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E. The Pro-Active Plan's Success
The Pro-Active Plan has proven to be somewhat successful year by year. In fact,
pTEC SS is specifically cited in a recent review of Pinellas County's Dropout
Prevention Services. When speaking on the average number of student referrals, "The
programs with the highest average number of referrals across all four years were North
Ward Secondary and Safety Harbor Secondary (ranging from 13 .38 to 16.69). The

8

Center for Research, Evaluation, Assessment and Measurement. "Review of The Pinellas County School
Board's Dropout Prevention Services Executive Summary," Feb 1 2006, p. 7.
9
PTEC SS TRC Data, "The Draft Plan.xls."
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PTEC SS's behavior data shows that almost every year the program continued
and a new piece ofthe current Pro-Active Plan was added, behavior incidents fell. The
only exception is the number of suspensions during the 2004 - '05 year. When asked
about this, the reply was: "It was a bad year. It got to the point where the principal said if
anyone' s severely misbehaving, we will not hesitate to suspend you."

10

Another major figure is the reduction in incidents during the 2005 - '06 school
year. This is explained by the arrival of PM to the Pro-Active Plan. PM has had an
impressive effect on helping students work problems out on their own, and preventing
them from happening again. However, it is possible for some of the reduction to also be
attributed to the moving to a new location. This happened the exact same year that PM
was added, and it cannot be known for certain just what influence the additional space
between students had on the reduction of tensions between them.

F. Student Rewards
Fortunately for students and staff, there are rewards and fun activities regularly
for students who follow the Pro-Active Plan. Those gold tickets that are given out daily
to students serve as the school's currency, the "road runner dollar." The staff also gives
out road runner coins which are worth 25 cents. These coins serve as small tokens to
reward kids for work well done. With this currency, students are able to buy certain
rewards and privileges: For $10 dollars, the TRC room allows students a one-time buy

10

Anonymous Behavior Team member, interview by author, St.Petersburg, Florida, 3 March 2006 ..
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out of Lunch Bunch if the offense was a minor behavior; for a quarter students can
purchase snacks at lunch; $10 dollars for the PTEC Pigskin Playoff; $10 for the school
talent show; $10 for a rock-wall climbing event; and the school auction at the end of
every semester.
In addition to rewards that cost PTEC SS money, there are rewards for good
grades and behavior. The school's behavior data has a time account on every student
who has entered TRC at any time. Students who have excessive time with the Behavior
Team are not allowed to participate in dress-down days and possibly other activities.
The maximum amount of time a student is "allowed" to have with the Behavior Team is
lowered every 6 weeks. This is meant to raise the student's goals. For dress-down days,
students must earn a minimum 2.0 G.P.A. to dress-down on Fridays. For students who
go above this and reach a 3.0 G.P.A., there are even greater rewards. Those students are
allowed to dress down Friday and Monday, and attend a 3.0 party with pizza and soda.
When it comes to rewarding the students, PTEC SS recognizes that following
these guidelines can be very difficult for some students who are used to their old schools.
These small and large rewards are meant to be more than just rewards. They are an
attempt to make the school as friendly and supportive as possible. The events are a
reminder of a former school community of which they are no longer a part. PTEC SS
tries to create a friendly community for these students while they are at the schooL· The
two major events that highlight this are the PTEC Pigskin Playoff, and the School
Auction.
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1. PTEC Pigskin Playoff

The·one sport that the students look forward to the most is football. During an
entire six weeks, Coach Cardwell has 4 of his 6 classes play flag football against e_ach
other in a small league. Before this can happen, Coach Cardwell has a week of teambuilding activities that bring his periods closer together. He presents the class with a
problem, the tools to solve it, and guidelines that must be followed. The team-building
activities help ensure positive relationships between his students. After the team
activities are done, Coach Cardwell makes each period create a pre-game ceremony that
must be performed before every game. Students can bring in a CD player and do a
dance to a song, or simply huddle up and yell "Go Team!" Sports are competitive by
nature, but to insure that students keep a positive and friendly attitude, the Coach gives
players 3 strikes for accidental unsportsmanlike conduct. Examples of this are
accidental profanity, and name calling. At the end of each game, players must line up
and shake hands for a "good game". Players who refuse to do this will not be allowed to
play in their team's next game.
When a class does not have a game against another period, students practice
against each 9ther. This is their time to play a pickup game or work on their class'~
game plan. Games between periods are usually scheduled for Tuesdays and Thursdays,
and on those days only 2 periods will have a game against each other.
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The PTEC Pigskin Playoff is the school's last day of flag football. The entire
school can come out for half the day and watch as the four periods play against each
other in 3 games. All students, players and spectators, must pay $10 in PTEC SS money
to attend and/or play. The staff often brings out a couple picnic benches from the nearby
truck driving school, and a cart with drinks for everyone. The Playoff is the time for not
only skills to be shown, but teamwork and cooperation. At the end of the Playoffs,
Coach Cardwell rewards admirable individual students with trophies. The rewards are
Overall MVP , Offensive MVP, Defensive MVP, Team Player, and Most Improved.
This gives students a physical goal that can be earned. The title of the awards also
shows that the rewards are based on talent, but also on teamwork and positive attitude.

It must be said that most teams that do win in these games don't have the best players,
but have the largest hearts. Working together and wanting to win usually overcomes any
difficulties a team faces on the field; from the school's point ofview, there can be no
greater display of this than from the students themselves.

2. The School Auction

At the end of every semester, the school organizes a school auction. Most
students still have money left over after the prior events. All of their money is spe~t in
one day, the last day before exams. This usually works out the best in December,
because of the approaching Christmas holiday. Many of our students can' t afford gifts
for family and friends. This auction provides a way for them to turn in their gold tickets
for inexpensive Christmas gifts. Every year, there is a mountain of items and most
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students leave with a large garbage bag of items. Of course, the larger items get the
largest bids. The most popular items are the bikes and giant stuffed animals.
There are some major problems with organizing an event like this. The first
problem that must be tackled is the organizing of student funds. The school tries to do
this by having students tum in their ?old tickets so we know just how much each student
will have in their account for the auction. When you're dealing with over 100 students,
this can be a problem in and of itself. The next problem is the gathering of items.
Gathering these items is a lot of work for a single staff member, and there is no
compensation other than supporting the students. PTEC SS's Guidance Counselor until
2006 was the person who single-handedly got all the items for the students. Now that
she has left, some changes to the school auction are expected; most involve having a
"watered down" version of the auction simply because no one wants to spend their
personal time organizing the auction, or their personal money on a mountain of dollarstore gifts. The final problem is the execution of the event: keeping track ofhow much
each student has spent, how much they have left, what items go to which student, and
giving each student their items when the bell rings. When the school brings over a
hundred students to bid against each other on hundreds of items, things can get rather
messy. This event can be a headache for staff, especially if students become rude and
nasty over getting their items. After so many complaints and screams from students
over such things as a missing snow globe, it wears down the staffs willingness to
continue this event.
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Chapter 3
PTEC South Secondary School Disadvantages

There are some major advantages and disadvantages that a secondary alternative
school has compared to a regular school. The advantages are more obvious and have, for
the most part, already been discussed: students can receive an academic program that is
specifically designed based on their performance; students can continue to earn credits
towards graduation; there are smaller classrooms with more individualized instruction;
and students receive more assistance in changing negative behaviors. These secondary
schools are considered a last stop before more severe disciplinary programs such as bootcamp. Unlike a regular high school, PTEC SS cannot send students to some other
program and be rid of them. This means that students who break the student code of
conduct again while attending PTEC SS are just reassigned to the school for a longer
period of time. The following are other fundamental disadvantages that come with being
a secondary alternative school.
All of the students at PTEC SS have originally come from a non-disciplinary
school, and most do not attend PTEC SS by choice. Thus the reassignment process could
have the opposite of the desired effect. For example, the entire intake process could be a
negative experience for high school students, which stigmatizes them and makes it less
likely that they will continue their education 1• These students have been reassigned from
their familiar schools, staff, peers, and school community. This can be especially harsh
1

Evaluation Systems Design, Inc. "Evaluation Report for the Study of Alternatives to Suspension," August
2004, p. 32.
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on those students who are sent to the school for what could be seen as non-serious
immature actions. One example would be when a student brings an empty bottle of
alcohol onto the bus, and several students began pretending that they were drinking.
Anyone wh.o touched that bottle was placed in our program. The student who brought the
bottle to school is more responsible than the others, and could understandably receive a
harsher disciplinary action, but students who play along, or are at the wrong place at the
wrong time, are often subject to the same disciplinary action as more severe offenses,
such as assaulting staff. I am not arguing against disciplinary action, just questioning if
reassigl)ffient should be the same disciplinary action for minor and severe offenses. This
grouping of students can put relatively good students in the same setting as troubled
students, and this could be a negative influence on these students.
Students who could most benefit from the secondary school's services may
struggle with the reassignment process. Students who are struggling, and do need the
support of the school, could be even further stigmatized by the reassignment process to
the point where they no longer want to try to stay in school. The alternative is a service
that operated in the student's current high school. This may be able to minimize the
negative feelings attached with the reassignment process. Unfortunately, this is not a
good substitute either because then you have students who have committed severe
offenses on campus.
When ·students are in the program, they are easily identified by their dress code.
Along with the dress code come assumptions from the rest of the PTEC SP programs.
During my time at PTEC SS, I have heard the program called the "redheaded stepchild"
of PTEC SP. I'ye also heard PTEC SS staff tell students that they should stay near staff
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or else the PTEC SP programs can blame our students for whatever they want. Even the
air conditioning of our building gets little attention from PTEC SP. This last winter, the
AC was going full blast. I questioned an administrator as to why the AC was still on, and

if anyone had called in a service order. The reply was that the call was made, but in fact

they just don't care about our program. A reason for this could be that PTEC's
enrollment is suffering on its own. One reason that they listed for the low enrollment was
the high school students. In other words, PTEC administration has suggested that
because of our students, adults do not want to enroll at PTEC. I remember a time during
lunch when students were eating in the cafeteria and a tour for new PTEC students in the
adult program was walking by. The tour guide was explaining what our kids are here for,
and one of the students asked, " Do they have guards watching them?" Our kids are not
trusted, not liked, and looked down upon at school.
Retaining high quality faculty is another secondary school disadvantage2 • PTEC
SS had been fortunate in retaining quality staff until the end of the 2004 to 2005 school
year when Principal Summa was promoted to the principalship of Dunedin High School.
Until the end of that year, the school lost between 1 and 2 teachers, and 1 to 2 of the
support staff each year. One problem with retaining high quality faculty is increasing
incentives to not work with struggling students. On February 22, the Florida Board of
Education unanimously approved a plan that will give some teachers bonuses based
solely on their students' performance on standardized tests3 • The bonuses mention~d are
5% pay increase, about $2,000 for teachers earning the state average. The idea may

2

Evaluation Systems Design, Inc. "Evaluation Report for the Study of Alternatives to Suspension," August
2004,p.32
3
Dotma Winchester, "FCAT bonus plan for teachers wins approval," St.Petersburg Times, 22 Feb 2006,
Section A, p. 1.
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sound good, but it does not fairly reward a teacher's effort. Teachers who work at an
alternative secondary school, will never receive a bonus for their FCAT scores. This is
because PTEC SS is not as accountable for their scores as regular high schools are. The
school is n~t accountable for scoring because students can be with the school for a very
short time, and it would not be fair to take disciplinary action against a school with
limited involvement in a student's preparation for the test. In addition, PTEC SS has a
large population of ESE students. This makes working with these students more difficult
than regular education students. According to some sources, this is just the state-wide
bonus system, and county bonuses for teachers will be encouraged. There is increasing
incentive for staff at schools with at-risk students to leave and have a better chance at
receiving higher pay and recognition.
The lack ofFCAT accountability can be seen as a blessing and a curse. It would
not be fair to hold the school completely accountable for its scores, but from speaking
with my staff at PTEC SS, this has created an even larger attempt to show success in the
program's test scores and beyond. When most schools in the county are judged and held
accountable by their FCAT scores, the definition of a successful school does not entirely
change. Although the school is not officially accountable, it is still accountable; therefore,
the school works even harder at identifying students who need help in raising low scores,
placing them in remedial classes, and achieving an improvement in FCAT results.
Because PTEC SS is the reassignment high school of choice for students coming
from a 6 period schedule high school and ESE students, transportation is a major issue.
Transportation difficulties are especially fierce because ofPTEC SS's location in St.
Petersburg. PTEC SS is located a considerable distance from north county schools, such
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as East Lake or Dunedin. For students, this means that they must wake up extremely
early in order to catch their bus to school. The worst case scenarios are students waking
up before 5 am to catch a two and a half hour bus ride to school. Some students arrive to
school tired.' grumpy, hungry, and unable to function. To compensate for this, school
staff members often spend their own money on snacks and drinks for students who just
didn't have time to get breakfast, or have poor support from family.
Additionally, the distance can make interaction with parents difficult. Like many
schools, PTEC SS confiscates items that students should not have on them in the
classroom, such as cell phones that should be kept in lockers all day. When we do
confiscate items, and require a parent to come and pick them up, the distance can be an
issue. Parents don't want to drive the two hours to our school to get a phone, and often
times the school has to bend and give the phone back to the student after parental
permission via phone. The school's open house nights are also a difficult task for some
parents. The open house night is an end-of-the-semester event where students present
their portfolio to their parents, and parents can speak with staff members about their child.
The open house night is as close to a mandatory event as possible, and even on this event,
exceptions are made because of transportation and the time constraints involved. The
transportation issue will hopefully be over soon. One of the rumors about the upcoming
consolidation with two other reassignment schools is that there will be north and south
county sites. ·
PTEC SS is a school within a school, and facilities for the program can sometimes
be lacking. The school's new location in the 2005-2006 school year lacks a bathroom for
staff. This can be especially disgusting when students, mostly male, decide to trash the
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bathroom or overflow the toilet. The drain in the middle of the bathroom occasionally
has liquids come up and cover a small portion of the bathroom. It is undetermined if this
is simply water, or a mix of urine and water.
In addition to the bathroom, the class rooms are not maintained well. I remember
an incident in which a coworker had opened a hole puncher up before holding it over the
garbage. All the little pieces of paper went all over the floor. My coworker's comment
was, "don't worry, maintenance will get it." Those pieces of paper were there for over
two weeks.
The bulk of my experience with inadequate facilities came during my time with
the P.E. program. When I was first starting in my position with the Coach, he had no
classroom or substitute for it. When he could not take his class outside, the class went to
the PTEC library or cafeteria where students could research work for other classes, or
watch sports bloopers on a TV rolled out from the nearby TV Production program. The
following are images that I've taken of the P.E. program's facilities4 .

4

Gerald Bacoats, pictures ofPTEC SS facilities, December 2005.
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Photo 1

Coach Cardwell's first "football field" was on the far side of the building and was
essentially a curb of asphalt that led to the parking lot for PTEC's Auto Body program.
Students had to be called out of the road whenever a car was coming in or out of the
parking lot.

Photo 2
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This is Coach Cardwell's first football and was the only football for his first year
at pTEC SS. It has no more grip and has too many holes to find and fix. This problem
was solved partly by duct taping it for grip.

Photos 3 and 4

Coach Cardwell eventually got a portable by the employee parking lot, and Photo
3 is the walkway up to the portable. The building is the current location of PTEC SS.
The rusty fence with the lock on it is the gate you go through when entering Coach
Cardwell's fenced off portable area. The pipes behind the fence are part of the plumbing
program's materials. When a ball goes over that fence, that area by the basketball pole is
weak, and students or staff crawl under while someone else holds the fence up for them.
The cameras on the right wall that are watching this area, and the employee parking lot,
are new this semester (Spring 2006).
Photo 4 is another angle of Coach Cardwell's area. That parking lot behind the
fence is the area by carpentry, and beyond that is PTEC SP's Auto Body program. A
problem with this open area, besides the light pole, is the hanging wires. When playing
catch, the football sometimes catches the wire, yanking some more length of it out of the
walls. After this happens enough times, the wire hangs as low as a person's head.
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Photos 5 and 6

Photo 5 is the reverse angle from the front gate. This is Coach Cardwell's
volleyball and badminton area. It is, of course, somewhat home made. Coach Cardwell
didn't have any poles for the net, so he decided to tie it off at the back stairs of the
portable to a nearby electrical pole.
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This is a somewhat open area near the front side of PTEC SP, between the front
entrance and the truck driving school. This area is great for playing capture the flag, but
unfortunately some ofPTEC SP's staff don't appreciate the wild nature.of a P.E.
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classroom. One incident involved our students in a heated round of capture the flag, and
some older ladies were doing a power walk along the pathway shown. One of our
students dove for his opponent's flag, which just so happened to be near the walking
ladies. A shriek from a lady, and a phone call meant no more capture the flag.

Photo 8

Photo 8 is Coach Cardwell's newer flag football field. Unfortunately, I cannot
say that this field is any safer than the old field. This field is in the shape of a "V". This
side would be the top of the "V". This is PTEC SP's truck driving school. Coach
Cardwell occasionally uses the truck driving school's lap as our mile run. There is a
good understanding between Coach Cardwell and the truck driving instructor, and he is
sympathetic to our students' situation. Coach Cardwell makes every attempt to insure
that our students stay on the grass and out of the trucks' way.
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Photos 9 and 10

Photo 9 is an image towards the left side of the "V", and the fence between PTEC
SP and.34th Street, during one of coach's flag football games. (student faces are blacked
out for privacy reasons.) The building in the background is the new Gibbs' campus.
Photo 10 is the right side of the "V", including a 10 foot ditch that students have
not yet fallen in, but it is a potential hazard. Photos 11 through 14 are more pictures of
the ditch/river/ravine.

Photos 11 and 12
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Photos 13 and 14

As you can see, the ravine could be about 10 feet deep. Inside of it, there is debris,
garbage, clothes, tom water drains, rocks, and other dangerous hazards. Amazingly, no
student has ever fallen completely down the ravine. Those who have come close have
usually been able to grab onto the weeds along the side, or have fallen on top of the metal
debris and slid halfway down.

Photo 15

Photo 15 is a shot of just how close the trucks come to our students. This. was
taken during the PTEC Pigskin Playoff. The cart of drinks is on the edge of the grass,
and sitting nearby are two staff members. In front of the truck are 3 students waiting for
their next football game.
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Chapter 4

Conversations with Staff and Students (Interviews)
The majority of students at P~EC SS are there because of drug use, mostly .
marijuana. Since my start at the school, I have wondered just how effective the school is
in curbing drug use. Drug use is one of the major problems that should be addressed
during a student's reassignment. Curbing drug activity at the school is also a problem
that only the students themselves can monitor. I know that the school makes
considerable effort to curb drug use, including the following: the school's social worker
does a drug assessment for each and every student, the new ELT classes include a 12
step program, students in Coach Cardwell's health class learn about the dangers of drugs;
Project Success (an independent youth-oriented program) comes in to speak with classes;
and guest speakers often come in to encourage and educate students. In addition to this,
the school's Pro-Active Plan is designed to minimize students being Out of Area (OOA),
and other behaviors that might be missed at regular high schools. But again, are students
getting around the Pro-Active Plan? Are they really stopping their drug usage? The
only real way to know is to ask both staff and students. Asking students in the program
might be a bad idea, because I wonder just how honest they would be. Why would they
want to give up their secrets, or "rat out" their friends? If I could hand out a
questionnaire to students, chances are that most wouldn't want to complete it, or would
be dishonest. I had to interview former students who were willing to be completely
honest about the program.
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Fortunately, former Principal Summa allowed me to speak with students online,
and this allowed me to keep in contact with students after they left the program. The
current administrator does not allow me to talk to any students outside of school, and
from what they have told me, current students who are 18 years old or older still require
parental permission to be interviewed. Despite this, I managed to get input from current
students, just not as in-depth or lengthy as I would have liked. Because of the difficulties
I encountered during this school year in communicating with current students, most of the
students I could interview were former students who attended PTEC SS prior to the
current .administration.
The first step is teaching students what behaviors are appropriate for certain
settings. For example, it is inappropriate to come to work under the influence of alcohol.
There is a differentiation between activities/behaviors at work or school, and social
settings. The Pro-Active Plan is designed to help our students by keeping track of them,
and insuring they do not have the opportunity to get in trouble. The students sometimes
hate the school' s policies, but one relatively new student explained to me his love/hate
relationship with PTEC SS. He said that at Pinellas Park High School, he would always
just leave for lunch with his friends. Coming back to the school was really hard to do,
and he would end up missing a lot of classes and his grades would suffer. At this school,
he liked having the guidelines in place that kept him in check and on task. He wasn't
able to get away with the same things he got away with at his old school.
Despite the school's efforts and the student's reassignments, students sometimes,
show up to PTEC SS under the influence, or take drugs while at school. To know just
how much drug activity was going on, I decided to interview a former s~dent whom I
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)cneW was dealing drugs while attending the school. For his privacy, I will refer to him as
omar 1• He is currently 18 years old and in a general equivalency diploma (OED)
program. Omar came to PTEC SS from Pinellas Park High School in the 2004-2005
school year. He was reassigned for drug use with intention to sell. "I was in the
bathroom, was rolling a joint, was gonna skip 6th period, and I was in gym class in the
gym bathrooms," he told me. "Apparently, someone had ratted on me because two cops
and the coach busted the door in and caught me on the spot."

Omar's first impression of the school was "Lousy. The uniforms were horrible.
Everything that they gave you, the clothes that you bought from them, if you couldn't
afford them from anywhere else, were old and washed from I don't know how many
years ago. They all had stains, and they were all worn out, they had holes. All the books
were from different schools." When he was going to PTEC SS, Omar lived in Pinellas
Park, but his bus stop was a ten minute drive from home. In order to get to school on
time, he had to wake up at 5:30, and was out the door at 5:45. His bus ride was an hour
and fifteen minutes long. Omar didn't seem bitter about the bus ride at all, because he
remembers some kids had to come from Pasco County. Home was also pretty stressful,
so he would just "get on the bus, smoke a blunt on the way to school, and relax."

Omar agreed that students were bringing drugs in from different parts of the
county. "I wquld say that because when I first went to the school, it was my first idea.
They think it's gonna fix everybody by taking all the kids that got arrested for vanous
things from various schools, put 'em into one room, that's gonna make 'em all better? It
may have changed some for the better, but it gave other people more opportunities. They
1
•

Anonymous former student "Omar", interview by author, Pinellas Park, Florida, 12 March 2006
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meet people that have better connections for things. People that can get them more stuff,
different stuff. Of course there are some people coming from Pasco where up in Pasco
marijuana is large, and in St.Pete there's a high abundance of coke and crack."

When I mentioned his drug-dealing activities at the school, Omar said that he
"didn't make a living off of it. There was a couple [of people] that I knew of that made a
lot of side cash at PTEC." He explained that his dealings were just favors for a friend,
not a business like some. So how often were these kids who had businesses making deals?
"Once a day, a good $ 100 or $200 a week." This didn't sound right, so I asked him how
students are getting away with that. According to him, the program does curb drug use
during the day somewhat, but a lot of the deals went on outside the building, by the buses.
When students are in the school during the day, they receive passes everywhere, and are
pretty easily spotted when OOA, so what did Omar have to say about the program
preventing students from having the opportunity to use drugs?

"They enforce passes and the out of the area, but there were plenty of times ... the
day that me and 2 other students that you know of ate three pills during class, and then
. after class, went to the bathroom and smoked a blunt. A lil' bit before that, during class,
we had went downstairs to someone's car and got the pills, and no one noticed .. .before
we could even come back in, someone must have noticed because the lady in the front
called and sai~ we were coming back in the building. They went ahead and searched us,
and didn't find anything, because they failed to search under the sole of my shoe.' I had
everything under the sole. I had 3 pills and a bag of weed. They were all sittin' right
there, all they did was look, and say you're fine; I don't think that's enough. There's a
lot of people that I've seen in there with crack, beans, coke, everything. .The way that
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they're doing it is good, but be more thorough, go into detail. Go in the pockets, feel the
jacket, feel the pants. Not just empty out your pockets."
Omar said that he had been through three searches, and was never caught. He
always hid his drugs in the sole of his shoe. Other popular hiding places were in the
tongue of the shoe. Students would c~t out space in the tongue, and hide their drugs in
there. He said that some of the pants the school gave students had a fifth pocket on the
inside. He knew a lot of people would also hide their drugs in there.
I asked Omar about the school's programs to educate students about the dangers
of drug use. Referring to the drug assessment, he said that "the social worker's programs
weren't really successful." According to him, Coach Cardwell's Social Personal Skills
class with Project Success was educational, but ineffective: "A lot of the stuff was
educational, but for the wrong purpose. It showed us more about what it is and what it
does, and I think it gave more people more ideas in the first place." Coach Cardwell's
class was a little more convincing to him because "Coach was cool, he gave you a good
class. In coach's class, he would actually sit there; draw it out on the board. He was a
younger guy and he wasn't afraid to be friendly with students, and taught on a different
level. He was a friend giving an example." Unfortunately, the worst example of drug
use at the school, that he could think of, involved five or six kids smoking weed on the
side of Coach.Cardwell's portable.
Other students that I interviewed told worse stories of drug use at the school. One
student had just come to PTEC SS, and on her first day, she had seen a student in class
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2

take out a bag of cocaine, cut it on a portfolio, and snort it

.

This story was confirmed by

another interviewed student who had heard about ie. According to these two females, the
major drug being used at the school wasn't weed, it was various pills. These two females
both attended the school the same 2004-2005 school year. One of the two students stayed
longer than her reassignment because she was successful and enjoyed the program's
benefits. She was sent to the school for weed, but upon entering the program, met people
with connections to other things. While in class, she and other students began taking pills,
one of which was Klonopin, a drug used to treat bi-polar disorder. According to her and
her mm;n, pills were very popular at the school. Kids can hide pills easier, and you don't
have to smoke them; you can just swallow them.

All three of the students that I interviewed commented on trying new drugs upon
entering PTEC SS. When the other female met Omar at PTEC SS, she began using
Ecstasy (XTC). She would often come to school already on XTC, and hosted a party for
students at PTEC SS where XTC was the advertised drug. I would be hesitant to say that
this cannot be representative of a significant number of students, until recognizing that
two of these students, both females, were never caught while attending PTEC SS. Both
females were successful students, with one staying an extra semester by choice, who
returned to their regular high school.

I had t_o get the flip side of the interview, so I decided to interview a staff member
with personal knowledge of the school 's drug investigations4 • When asked how ·
successful the school was in curbing drug use, she almost choked on her water. She
2

Anonymous former student, interview by author, Largo, Florida, 17 March 2006.
Anonymous former student, ~nterview by author, Largo, Florida, 23 March 2006.
4
Anonymous administrator, interview by author, St.Petersburg, Florida, 20 March 2006.
3
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answered with, "I think we're moderately successful, because we' re so small. But do I
think that there are drugs being brought in here? Absolutely. I would be stupid, foolish,
and people would say she's an idiot. Will I find it sometimes? Absolutely. Will I get a
kid under the influence because they're acting so erratically? Absolutely." She put her
success rate of catching students' drug use/dealing at 40%. I thought back to my
interview with Omar, and I remember his figure for the school finding drugs was
surprisingly close, about 33%.

Reinforced by my interview with Omar and the two girls, I suspected even greater
that the experience of attending PTEC SS might build confidence in a student's drug
habits. With the support of other drug users, experimentation with weed might develop
into a habit. Coach Cardwell's health class is one example that may support this. When
the health class' curriculum comes to the very important topic of drugs, specifically
marijuana, "every student suddenly becomes an expert on weed," and students begin to
name all the possible uses for marijuana, such as "you can make rope out of it!" The
class can quickly turn into an argument; are the school's educational attempts really
making a dent? The school's administrator replied, "We've got kids who are ADHD
(Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder) and who are on medication and are smoking.
We've got kids who are ADHD and are not on medication, and are self medicating with
pot. We' ve got a number of things that are going on here. I think for some kids, it's real
serious. I think for some kids that this program is a life saver."
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For PTEC SS, having students graduate and become successful members of
society is the ultimate goal. Dropout prevention schools have no tracking system, so is
the school really helping students not drop out? "I think we give the kids a boost. I can' t
answer what happens to them once they leave, but I can say that kids that come to us are
so far behind, I mean, ya know, we're looking at 17 year olds with 4 credits. And ya look
at them and it's like they don't wannabe here, they don't wanna do this. I think we've
gotten better at getting them to realize to get a OED." She explained that getting a OED
would have a negative connotation attached to it, but she feels that this is going away.
More st_udents who are behind credits are choosing to get their OED instead of staying
significantly longer in high school.
A problem with a small number of the students at PTEC SS is refusal to cooperate
and do what the school asks of them in order to be successful. When asked about these
students that just don't care, and are difficult to reach, she explained her philosophy:
"It's not like we're making a car, ya know? You start with the chassis, well heck
we didn't get the chassis to start with ... we didn't! Somebody else put the chassis
together, and now we're at high school level. ..what do I got to work with? They've put
pieces on here, now I've got to try to dismantle this, and make something of it that when
it leaves, it can function. Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn' t. This isn't a car that
we're working with; it's the brain, it's the heart, it's the emotion."
She continued to perfectly explain a general problem that comes with working at
a school like PTEC SS: "this is a really difficult population to work with because it's not
just about zero-tolerance, and its not just about behavioral problems; our kids are
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emotionally scarred. Our kids have more issues than just being in drugs. There are deepseated emotional problems that our kids have, and the drugs, or the weapons, or the
alcohol, or the repeat behaviors are just symptoms of what are causing these behaviors.
And I don't think there are some people here that realize that, and until we get to the
emotional heart of what is going on with that individual, we're never gonna get to helping
them move on in their life. All you

will get is watching these kids do what they're doing

right now. And that's why sometimes a lot of the kids gravitate to this office, because we
listen to what kids are saying. And I understand in the classroom it's much more difficult
to do because teachers' plates are full: they've got standards they have to follow, exams
they have to give, they've got this and this and this, and they keep getting more. And
they're emotionally drained, ya know? So it's like one more thing. So if you're gonna
work in this program, you gotta buy into the whole system. And that's what frustrates
me." It is difficult to enforce certain policies when teachers make exceptions, or tum a
blind eye to them. It takes a special teacher to work at these schools, and not all of the
teachers enforce the school's policies as well as they should be.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion
The success of PTEC South Secondary, in regards to certain aspects of the .
program, cannot be denied. The school has done an excellent job in change and
development in order to address the problems presented when working with its' student
population. PTEC SS is the only reassignment school that has consistently decreased the
number of behavior incidents of varying nature. The program has accomplished this
through development of the Pro-Active Plan, the Positive Behavior System, and Peer
Mediation. The Pro-Active Plan has created an environment of fair rules and guidelines
that give students a feeling of justice and security; compared to many regular high
schools, the policies in place at PTEC SS are exemplary.
Because the process of being reassigned can cause students to be stigmatized,
PTEC SS's Positive Behavior System enables the school to reach students that may
otherwise be turned off by the program. Rather than being a punishment for students, the
environment at PTEC SS is one of understanding, patience, and guidance. For students
who require extra support, the process of coming to PTEC SS can be very positive. Some
of the students at the school may not have the supportive home that all of them should
have. Many times, the parents can be the source of student's drug or alcohol habjts, and
students take sanctuary at the school. Studies do show that PTEC SS does improve
attendance.
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It is the supportive one-on-one nature of the school that enables it to reach the

students and help them meet their educational goals. But the state of the school system is
not always the most supportive to students. Students who come to the school behind in
credits sometimes face a harsh reality that they will be spending more than 4 years in
high school. From what I understand, Pinellas County is the only county in Florida
without a vocational education high school. In addition to this, there is no summer
school or effective substitute that allows students to make up missed credits. For students
who refuse to, or can not succeed in a regular high school, they have no option but to get
their G~D. Advanced Placement (AP) students who come to the school are not able to
continue their AP classes because PTECSS does not offer advanced classes. AP students
take replacement courses, such as being placed as a teacher assistant. These students lose
their quality points, and their Grade Point Average (GPA) suffers because of it. Any
chance of valedictorian is lost because of a reassignment. This is not a failure of the
school, but rather the school system.
One area where success has not been realized is decreasing student's drug use.
From interviews with former students, I get the sense that the school's programs are not
as effective as they need to be. I fear that coming to the school can increase a student's
sense of security in their drug use, and increase the likelihood that they will continue
using drugs. Students make contacts with other drug users and experiment with drugs
that they have-never tried before. When compared to regular high schools, I'm sure· the
school's policies do help curb students' drug use, but students can find ways around the
policies.
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Identifying students who do or do not use drugs is not that easy. The difference
between a student who still uses drugs, and one who has stopped, can be almost nothing.
Grades are not an indicator; students with good grades can still be using drugs.
Attendance is not an indicator; the most consistent students can still be using drugs.
When it comes to knowing who has stopped using drugs, and who has continued, I am
always surprised. I've talked to the students with good grades and attitudes, and have
seen them arrested the very next day. There is no easy solution to drug abuse.
One point that has been brought up is the current location of the school. The
current .location of the school is not the best of neighborhoods. From campus, you can
occasionally see drug deals being made from the nearby road. The dynamics of the
school may be changing for the upcoming 2006-2007 school year. The program may be
able to control drug use easier in a friendlier neighborhood. It may also do better if the
program is on its own, and not mixed in with students from other programs.
Another point to consider is that the school was not originally designed to deal
with drug use. The program is recognized as an ESE Secondary school, and was
originally located at the Piano Man Building on USF's St. Petersburg campus. The
program was intended to assist struggling ESE students with their academics. The
program has developed to the point where a vast majority of students are reassigned for
drug use. In the future, there will probably be greater development of drug prevention
and support services.
The school is managing behavior, and promoting attendance. I believe that many
of the school's problems can be solved in a more appropriate facility. Students sneaking
out of the school would be less likely to occur if the person at the front door was an
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employee of PTEC SS. There can sometimes be a lack of communication between PTEC
and PTEC SS that allows students to do things they should not be able to. A different
facility in a better location would also take students out of a bad neighborhood instead of
keeping/putting them in a bad neighborhood. The most serious problem is drug
prevention and rehabilitation. I feel that academics are important, and PTEC SS's size
and support are assisting students extremely well. More support should be shifted to drug
rehabilitation in order to increase the likelihood that these students will not continue to
use drugs.
_Based on my experience at the school and the research on it, my
recommendations to improve the program are as follows:
•

A change in drug rehabilitation. Students' drug use is continuing after attending PTEC
SS, and in some cases increasing.

•

Courses such as foreign language need to be offered. Students that do get reassigned are
not offered classes that are mandatory for their graduation. This can create problems for
students' credits and delay their graduation.

•

Reassigned students should be kept in regular high schools, but attend specific classes
during their reassignment. This reduces the experimentation with new drugs from other
drug users. The benefits of separating students from regular high school can be achieved
at a regular high school, but in smaller and separate classes. In addition, students could
continue in honors and other classes that could not be offered at alternative schools.

•

Specific staff for these at-risk students within regular high schools. Specific teachers,
· guidance, and social workers may be a good idea to create individualized education at a
regular high school.

•

Removal of the zero-tolerance policy. In some cases, the crimes committed by students
do not fit the punishment.
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•

Teachers that instruct at-risk students should receive bonuses. They are instructing a
population that makes receiving high test-scores extremely difficult. In addition, their j ob
is more stressful than regular high school students, and should be compensated.

•

Tracking of students after completion of alternative education program. This will help in
confirming or denying the overall success of the program: students graduating.

If there is anything I have learned from working at PTEC SS, it is that you cannot
stop someone from doing what they want to do. If these students are going to be using
drugs, they will be using drugs. The way that the school reaches students, is by attacking
the source of the drug use; why is this student using drugs? Once that is determined,
appropriate discussion and action can be taken in order to dissuade the student from their
negative behaviors. PTEC SS's program is about that; preparing students in making their
choices between positive and negative behaviors. Sometimes the program reaches them,
sometimes it doesn't. In the end, the choice is up to the students; however, the school
districts across our nation must and should be held accountable for providing services
that address the needs of this student population. After all, the philosophy behind no
child left behind applies to all, and these students are not dispensable, nor should they be
ignored.
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Appendices

Appendix A

BUS AND DISMISSAL PROCEDURES
RESPECT

RESPONSIBILITY

* Share seat with peers

*

* respect.
Speak to drivers and peers with

* Respect personal space and keep

Stay In dress code until
you are In the bus area.

hands and feet to your self.

* Keep
conversations appropriate with
* Leave
locker area and go directly to
low voices.
bus area.
*

Throw trash in container provided.

RATIONAL THINKING

* Do not yell at the bus driver for any
reason.

* Remain calm and In area when
buses are late.

*

Think about alternative ways of
getting home.

* Watch
for you buses arrival and
departure. They cannot be
called back.

* Ride your assinged bus only.

SAFETY

* bus
Stay on sidewalk and wait for your
to pull up to the front of the line.
* Stay in seat when bus Is moving.
* and
Keep hands/feet away from aisle
windows.
* Report
any behaviors that my prevent
a safe ride home.
* Do
not switch seats even when the
bus Is stopped.
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CAFETERIA
RESPECT

*Stay
in line and walt your tum to
enter cafeteria.
* Display
good manners by using
please and thank you.
* Keep conversations appropriate
with low voices.

RATIONAL THINKING

RESPONSIBILITY

* Clean up your area.
* Throw all waste in trash cans.
* Ask permission to use the restrooms.
* Stay in cafeteria area.

SAFETY

* Eat a balanced meal.

*Wash hands before eating.

* Develop
positive peer
relationships.

*No touching *-* keep hands to self.

* Use only designated microwaves.

* No eating in cafeteria lines.

* Push chairs under tables.
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CLASSROOM RULES
RESPECT

RESPONSIBILITY

* Follow
class hierarchy and school
rules.

* Enter class on time.
* complete
Have all necessary materials to
work. Keep portfolio and

* compassion.
Treat others with kindness and

class folders up to date with
assignments.

*Honor
student and staff differences
and diversity.
:>fc

* and
Respect students and staffs property
personal space.

Speak in a pleasant tone/volume.

* speaking
Use good eye contact when
with one another.
RATIONAL THINKING

I

SAFETY

* Use
positive communication skills to I * Wear ID's at all times
solve our problems.
* Follow all directions given by staff.
* will
Think before making a decision that
affect you personally as well as
* Please do not throw things.
your peers.
*

*

No personal contact in class.
Keep all four legs of your chair on
the floor.
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HALLWAY/TRANSiliUN
RESPECT

RESPONSIBILITY

*Respect
the Educational (Classroom)
* Arrive to class on time.
Environment.
* Be aware of voice volume.

* Code.
Check self to insure in proper Dress

* Respond
Appropriately to all PTEC
Staff.

* Have a hall pass.

* and
Treat Students/Staff with kindness
respect.
*

Use manners and be polite.

RATIONAL THINKING

*. next
Clean up classroom before moving to
class.
* Bring only materials needed for class.
SAFETY

* Think before responding to others.

*Stay away from railing.

* Use hall pass appropriately
(go directly to your distention and
back).

* Be aware of your surroundings.
*No touching •-* keep hands to self.
* Move quickly to class, but do·not run.
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RESTROOMS
RESPECT

RESPONSIBILITY

* ..,lean up after yourself.

*

* Demonstrate good manners.

*Throw your trash away.

*Wait your turn.

* Ask to use the restroom

*Have
respect for your other
clas.smates.

* Flush the Toilet

RATIONAL THINKING
* Do NOT flush paper towels.

* Keep bathroom clean for the next
person.

* Use
minimal amount of paper
products

* Please
flush thoroughly. Toilets
can be stow to flush.

Wash hands before leaving.

SAFETY
*

No personal contact or horseplay.

* Report any problems to staff.
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TRC
RESPECT

RESPONSI 81 LITY

*Raise
Hand to speak or to ask
questions.

*Enter TRC quietly and quickly.

* compassion.
Treat others with kindness and

* Stay on task and complete all
assignments provided.

RATIONAL THINKING

* Develop
a plan on the strategy
sheet that will enable YOlJ to remain

SAFETY
* Follow all directions giv~ by the staff.

in class.
*Stay in Assigned>--.
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Appendix B

Inappropriate verbal Language

Low intensity instance of inappropriate language

Physical contact

Non-serious, but inappropriate physical contact

Non-Compliance

Brief or low-intensity failure to respond to adult request

Disruption

Low-intensity, but inappropriate disruption

Property Misuse

Low -intensity misuse of property

Other

Leaving class without permission

Abusive Language /Inappropriate
Language I Profanity

Verbal messages that include swearing, name calling or use of words
in an inappropriate way.

Alcohol

Student is in possession of or is using alcohol.

Bomb Threat I False Alarm

Student delivers a message of possible explosive materials being oncampus, near campus, and I or pending explosion.

Combustibles

Student is in possession of substances I objects readily capable of
causing bodily hard and I or property damage (matches, lighters,
firecrackers, gasoline, lighter fluid).

Defiance I Disrespect I
Insubordination I Non-Compliance

Refusal to follow directions, taking back and I or socially rude
interactions.

Disruption I Campus I Class

Behavior causing an Interruption In a class or activity. Disruption
Includes sustained loud talk, yelling, or screaming; noise with
material; horseplay or roughhousing; and I or sustained out-of-seat
behavior.

Dress Code Violation

Student wears clothing that does not fit within the dress code
guidelines practiced by the school/ district.

Fighting I Physical Aggression

Actions involving series physical contact where injury may occur
(e.g., hitting, punching, hitting with an object, kicking, hair pulling,
scratching, throwing, etc.)

Forgery I Theft

Student is in possession of, having passed on, or being responsible
for removing someone else's property or has signed a persons name
without that person's permission.
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Harassment I Tease I Taunt

Student delivers disrespectful messages (verbal or gesture) to
another person that includes threats and information, obscene
gestures, pictures, or written notes. Disrespectful messages include
negative comments based on race, religion, gender, age, and I
national origin; disabilities or other personal matters.

Lying 1Cheating

Student delivers message that is u ntrue and I or deliberately violates
rues.
1

_. Other-SRO

When the event escalates beyond the scope of the behavioral team.

Major Problem Behavior
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Student is in possession of or is using illegal drugs I substances or
imitations.

D
rugs
Property Damage
Skip Class 1 Truanc

Student deliberately impairs the usefulness of property.

Y

Student leaves class I school ~ithout per~is~ion or stays out of
class I school Without perm1ss1on.

Tardy

Student is late to class or the start up of the school day.

Tobacco

Student is in possession of or is using tobacco.

Vandal'sm
1

Student participates in an activity that results in substantial
destruction of disfigurement of property.

Weap

s
on

Student is in possession of knives or guns (real or look alike), or
other objects readily capable of causing bodily harm.

Bus Incident

Any bus related behavior including bus stop without a bus referral.

Threats 1Verbal 1Veiled

Verbal: any_threats against student, staff, or property.
Veiled: "Discussed Threat" threats that are vague.
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Appendix C
PTEC SS Ethnic Distribution 09/21 /2005

St Petersburg Secondary
ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION
09!21/05
10:42

Grade Level Gender Code.
Grade·

9

Females
Male'
Total

Grade: 10

Females
Males
Total

Grade: 11

Grade: 12

Females
Males
Total

Females
Males
Total

Total:

Females
Metes
Total

A

B

H

1

0
0

4

0

9

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

2

1

7
9

2
3

3
2

5

5

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
1
2

10
15

25

M. WBlank

lnv

All

11

0
0

15

0

0
0
0

6
17
25

4

0
1
1

7

0
0

1
0

3
9

0
0

0
0

18

0

1

12

0

0

25

1

0

0

1

1

2

0
0

0
0

4
5

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

2
3

5

0

0
0

0
0
0

2
3
5

1

10

1

27
37

2

0
0
0

0
0
0

5
7
12

0
0
0

0
0
0

3
4
7

23
46
89

STU98
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PTEC SS Ethnic Distribution 12/09/2005
.. ----~·
St- Petersburg Secondary
ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION

12/09(05
12:03

Grade Lo:vet (;lender Code:
Grade:

Grade:

8

0
0
0

0
1

Females

0

8

Males

0
0

13
21

Females
Males
Total

9

Total

Grade: 10

Femeles

0

4

Males
Total

0

5
9

Grade: 12

Females
Males
Total

Total:

0

0
0
0

3
4

Females

0

Males
Total

1

1

2
3

5

7

0
1
1

16
41
57

3
8
11

1

6

0 .

1

1
1
2

0
0
0

0

0

2

0

2

0

0

16

16
25

0

0
0

31
49

0

0
0
0

31

6
11
19

1

0
0
0

All

0

9

1
0

0
0
0

tnv

0
0
0

6
25

1
0
1

0
0
0

1

19

0
1

0
0
0

1

3
16

Total

0

0
1

0
1
1

Females
Males

Grade: 11

1

0

0

0
0

0
0
0

WBtank

M

I

H

B

A

0

4

0
0

7

3
1
4

11

27
60
87

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0

0
0
0

11
45
56

0
0

16

0

34

19

0
0
0

5
14
19

0 49
0 111
0 160

STU96
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Appendix D
2004-2005 Behavior Totals: Black & Non Black

72
August-December 2002 Discipline Totals:
Black & Non Black
- ~--------------

T ho listed queries have been modified to pull only discipline records created at the current school.
The following queries can be run by the data prep clerks at each school:

All listed queries should be run with the Show lnactlve_Records

,· -,

Y~-L

s3

2.(:-) L

~x•eleged;..,

Move the date range as needed to pull just the incidents for the specified dates:
It i_s al so. r~mmend~~'J.he :querfetr be'saved as "Display" queries and then changed to "Total" queries
pnor-to runnmg them.
'.
In-school Suspensions
Total
-<Total> ASTU ADIS Ethnir.Code if ReferDale in ('080305' .. '121605'1 and OispCodc ='I' and DisSchNum =
~L./
/
1,Schoo1Num
Black---......- -- ~,
<Total> ASTU·ADIS EthnicCode 1 ReferDate in ('080305' .. '121605') and OispCode = 'I' and EthmcCode =·a· and
DisSchNum = 1.Schoo1Num ~
Noo-81ack ·
3 ...3
<Total> ASTU AD IS EthnicCode if e erDate in ('080305' .. ' 121605') and OispCode ='I' and EthnicCode <> 'B' and
DisSchNum
1 ,SchooiNum

=

Out-of-school Sus~eo
Total
·
·
e if RelerDale in ['080305' .. ' 121605') and DispCode "''0' and OisSchNum:
<Total> ASTU ADIS E
1.Schoo1Num
Black
~
<Total> ASTU ADI~
· r e r O a t e in ('080305' .. '1216051 and DispCode ='0' and ElhnicCode "' ·e· and
/
DisSchNum z 1,SchooiN
Non-Black
;)_
<Total> ASTU ADIS Ethni
, ReferOate in ('080305' .. '12 1605') and DispCode ·o· and ElhnicCode <> ·s· and
DisSchNum
1,Schoo1Num

=

=

T~!r~.Retetr~ts ~~
~c:O~.t:::....

'Td(a1~'~~~~:(

<Total> ASTU ADI
!:!LcCode if ReferOate in ['080305' .. '121605'] and DescCode
1 ,SchooiNum
0/Vt=;
Black .
,
<Total> ASTU ADI<> t:tnn1c~,;ooe if ReferDate in roso305' .. '121605'} and DescCode
DlsSchNum = 1.School~
Non-Black
jV0 ~
<Total> ASTU ADIS Eu uucv~ ~ ReferOate in ros0305' .. '121605'1 and DescCode
and DisSchNum = 1,Sch00Num

Jl/

/£

='21' and

DisSchNum:

.
='21' and EthmcCode
= ·a· and

.

='21' and EthnicCode <>·a·

-~~g.1 e!~~t~~J~~<TOTAL>

AST~rstName

EthnicCode DescCode OlspCode IF ReferOate IN ('080305'. .'121605' ]

AND DisSchNu~~:;~
Blacf<
·· ·
&_
·
<TOTAL> ASTU
iastName FirstName EthnicCode DescCode DispCode IF ReferOate IN ('080305'. .'121605' 1
AND EthnicCode~Num
1,Schoo1Num

i)_ ·

r

=

··

Non-Black -· ·
··
<TOTAL> ASTU AOISastNatTle FirstName EthnicCode DescCodc OispCode IF ReferDate IN ('080305'..'121605' I
AND EthnicCode <> "B" AND DisSchNum ~ 1,SchooiNum
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Appendix E
2004-2005 First Semester Behavior Information
Total Time Dealing With
Only Behavior.
Total Time Students
Were Dealt With By BS
Or In TRC. = Time
Students Were Out of
Class.

5 days 12
hours 55
mins

5:12:55

7 days 23
hours 6
mins

=

7:23:6

=

6 days 12 hours
44 mins

6:12:44 =above

3 days 12
hours 12 mins

3:12:12

=

0
0
0
12
15
52
123

Class

10

· ~r

·-:-'··

:'~Jj~;

'7

_;:- -~-:·:~; :~11~~~~ ~~ -2 '
~ --~1* \;·1 ~~-

11
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~

,-. ~?

1

il

• -.Ll

i1

· 3,r.•·

-4

~

);

'{( -~

·~~

. " .. .·t;,q, '

....~ ..." -

'::

170
36
27
6
4

1
12
1
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17

Other

18

Other
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Other

24

··,

j ,•-

•

389
0
0
124
0
92
276
100
0
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~ge~
~er
Other
other

25

o

26

0

27

0
0

Other

28
29

Other

30

2

0
2

Other
Other

31

1

1

32

1 ,,.· ..

1

Harassment/Tease/Taunt
Sexual
Offence/Misconduct
Threats

33

6

34

Other

36

Other

37

OressCode
Leaving
Class
w/o
Permission
Inappropriate Language

38

other
Physical Contact (nonserious)

.

Property MISUSe
Pro_R_erty Damage
Acting
Out
Person
1AOP\
\J
~,
Crisis
Prevention
Intervention (CPI)
Medical Alert
Lunch Bunch
Student Conference
Tension
Reduction
Center (TRC)
Searched By BS

Conf erence
Bs/coo10u t

WI'th

35

. · .:
,,_(.:

1

:c,j:: . .
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2005-2006 First Semester Behavior Information
Total Time Dealing With
Only Behavior.
Total Time Students
Were Dealt With By BS
Or In TRC. =Time
Students Were Out of
Class .

1 3 days15

-

hours 44
mins
2:39:44

= I

4:25:47 =

3days 28
hours 43
mins

3 days
19 hours
51 mins

5 days 1
hour47
mins

I

3:19:51 =

I

3:28:43 =

2 days 13
hours 45
mins

I

2:13:45 =

<

Defiance/Dis res
Abusive
Lann••;:~n"''

Other
Skiooina Class

Vandalism
Other
Other
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~~
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··:;

"""'~~'
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26
~
27
other
p
28
other
~
29
other
..;-30
other
f.31
Other
32
Other
·
I~
"Harassment/Tease/Taunt 33
other

rsexual
offence/Misconduct
, Threats
Other
Other
Dress Code
Leaving Class w/o
Permission
Inappropriate Language
Other
Physical Contact (nonI serious)
, Property Misuse

I Acting
Property Damage
Out Person
'(AOP)
Crisis Prevention
Intervention (CPI)
Medical Alert
Lunch Bunch

Student Conference
Tension Reduction
Center (TRC)
Searched By BS
Conference with
BS/Cool Out
IR
Cool Out
Cool Out W/SS
Parent Conference
Mediation
Suspension
RAP
SRO
Total Behavior Incidents
Actual Behavior Reports
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Appendix F
Appendix F shows behavior totals for May and Jan 2006, and black & non black totals.
Current Disc ipline
DReferrals
Reassign

•In School Suspensions
El Out of School Suspensions 0 OCIP Referrals
• Tardy Referrals
D Average Daily Attendance % • School Related Arrests

jill
2000

1800

1600

1400

..

1200

~

~ 1000

800

600

400

200

0
Totals
May-05

Non-Black
Total
May-O!:May 05 · Jan 06Jan-06

Black
May-05

Black
Jan-06

Non-Black
Jan-06

Appendix G
St. Pel&rsburg Secondary

11.1)2105
12:20

Attendance Summary Report

From

I
O~ys

Grac~c

09

In
Sess

Opening
Enroll

1
2
----163
24

10
11

16:J

12

183

fotal

ATP54

Altendanco Summary Report

183

28
10

08/03/04

Numbor
Pupils

Aaded
•3

RogiGtta
tlon

Pupils
Left

Closing
Enroll

Tardies

=4

·5

=6

7

108

132

73

69

97

29

2

12

39
14

64

218

282

Of

Page

To 05110/05

Number
lllogal
Absences
8

59

0 .0

56

41

0 .0

1932.0
931.0

13
5

26

0.0

536.0

9

0.0

77.0

147

135

0.0

3476.0

Possible
Aggregate
Alten

Drop
Outs

ADA

WADA

+ 10

" 11

12

13

14

603<1.0

7966.0

4

931.0

4752.0

5683.0

6

536.0

2646.0
630.0

3 182.0

1

32.97
25.97
14.46

707.0
17538.0

0
12

76.84

Total

Absences

9
1932.0

n .o
3476.0

Aggrogate
Atten

14062.0

3.~4

41.22

% Air.

15
75.75

32..46

83.62

18.07

83.16
89. 11

4.30
96.05

80. 18
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